
TAYLORISM VS MAYO

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT THEORY VS HUMAN RELATIONS the main fe atures of Taylor's 'scientific management
theory' and Mayo's.

This states that changes in behavior happen when you are monitoring or watching employees. In the past the
workers received their knowledge about working procedures from the previous generations or worked it out by
themselves. The following are the four combinations of Mayo theory and the effect of each on team dynamics:
1. Most interesting of all, productivity also shot up within the control group. By the s, scientific management
had started to fall out of favour. Join our community Already a member? Mayo worked from as professor of
Industrial Research at Harvard University. A strong support network forms within this type of team. The
management theory of Elton Mayo can help you build more productive teams. The research involved the
illumination experiments of the mids, Relay Assembly Test Room involving the six workers from to , a survey
of 21 employees in and observations in the Bank Wiring Room from  The very first study that was done
concerned workplace lighting. Try to avoid people working individually. Childhood friends recall him
analysing everything, even a game of croquet or rounders. His thesis was that if compensation was linked to
output, productivity would go up. Differences and similarities will be discussed on the followings. Those men
and women who participated in the Hawthorne studies felt special by virtue of being the focus of attention by
the researchers. The Hawthorn Study was the first of its kind to recognize that if you treat an employee a
certain way, a good way, they might be more productive for the organization. Taylor can be called a
fundamentalist as he had an unshakable belief that his method was the only right way. A control group and a
group with improved lighting conditions. The general conclusion from the studies was that workers are not
solely driven by economic considerations but by social needs as well. Now, a scientific based selection took
place. There is also a strict division of labour as in most call centres; operators are provided with detailed
scripts, eliminating human spontaneity which is considered prone to error, from the interaction between
customers and operators. The research sought to find out how payment incentives would affect productivity.
Furthermore, the staff was exactly informed what they had to do and in which kind of way they had to do it
Taylor, , p.


